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WEARE Aerospace will be at
Aeromart Toulouse 2016
29 November to 1er December

The 11th edition after a 20-year history !
The global aviation community is expected at Aeromart Toulouse 2016, the international
Business Convention for the Aerospace Industry.
WEARE Aerospace, a major player in the aeronautical industry, will naturally be there*.
[* hall 5 / stands E5 - E6 - E8 - E10 - E12 ]

Pioneer spirit & family inheritance

WEARE Aerospace
hall 5 / stands E5 - E6 - E8 - E10 - E12

keys figures
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110m€

1000

300m€

WEARE Aerospace carries the collective ambition represented by the commitment of its entire
workforce. This shared commitment is the best guarantee of sustainable performance.

A unique industrial group

A fully-integrated and multi-specialist group, in France and around the world.
WEARE Aerospace deploys an ambitious industrial strategy, resolutely based on the
specializations of its different industrial sites and international development, on the strength
of its innovation and vertical integration.
WEARE Aerospace aims to offer its customers a global solution including turning, milling,
additive manufacturing, fine sheet metal, welding, non-destructive testing, surface treatment
and painting, equipment and assembly and speedshop.

employees

A new vision

2020
turnover of

Resulting from the consolidation of small family businesses, the WEARE Aerospace has based
its development on customer service, an appetite for technological challenges and a passion
for aerospace.
WEARE Aerospace has built its industrial project on values of excellence, innovation,
commitment and performance, as well as social values and respect.

1800

WEARE Aerospace embodies an entirely new corporate vision that focuses on customer
satisfaction and the consolidation of the sector.
This unique group is designing a company with a difference, integrating innovation,
technology and vertical integration and propose to its customers and employees a vision
based on requirement, agility and commitment.

employees
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